
Missing You Monday—A travelling book project and window art exhibition

There are many layers of strangeness and struggles to 2020. Not being at art openings and 
book readings, surrounded by friends and family are certainly on my list. At Loft 112, our rooms 
are dark but our plans to stay connected continue.

Missing You Monday is one such project intended to keep our literary creative culture alive and 
our writers and artists and community connected. Missing You Monday is a travelling book—re-
ceived on a Monday passed on to the next artist or writer the following Monday. The week it is in 
the artist/writer’s possession a new page is produced—art, text, or a combination of the two.

This book has been travelling since April 20th and is booked until August 24th, 2020 but we 
have a page for you! Would you like to join the roster of artists and writers and add your ‘story’ 
to this collection?

Not sure? We are repoducing the pages (Thanks, First on Colour!) and adding them to the win-
dows of Loft 112 located at 112, 535 8th Ave SE (Orange Lofts). Enjoy this exhibit as it grows 
weekly. Find inspiration and pleasure in the art produced in isolation but shared as part of a 
community.

Here’s what you need to know to add a page to this travelling book project:

• Contact Lisa at loftonetwelve@gmail.com
• Receive the book on a Monday; booked picked up the following Monday (dates to be set)
• You may respond to something already in the book or start a fresh idea and allow another to 

respond to your work
• Must live in Calgary
• $10 to participate (if feasible)

Once finished the book will travel as a complete gallery to individuals, art centres and insitu-
tions.

-Lisa Murphy Lamb, Loft 112
Stacey Walyuchow, Loft 112
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